
How can you help the children in
Uganda? There are four ways:

: Sponsor a child in primary school. You
pay 17 euros monthly, so that the child
can attend school and receive any other
help it needs.

: Sponsor a child for 25 euros monthly,
so that the child can attend primary or
secondary school and receive any other
help it needs. For a child in primary
school about 8 euros is used to improve
the project in general. Other children
also profit from this!

You can exchange letters with the child
and get a picture. If you do not want to
communicate please indicate this.
If you sponsor a child you must have the
intention to do this for at least one year.
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: Sponsor the clinic. There is no fixed
amount for this and can also be done in
addition to sponsoring a child. The
money is used for purchasing medicine,
hiring personnel, etc.

: Make a one-off donation.

If you have questions please feel free to
contact us.
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Address: Stichting ICCF Holland
Welterdreef 155
2253 LJ Voorschoten
The Netherlands

Methods to transfer money:

Use giro nr. 4548774. Atax return is possible if you live in Holland.

See our web site for a method that allows for a tax return.

Abank transfer in euros should be for free from european countries.
IBAN: NL47 PSTB 0004 5487 74
SWIFT code / BIC: PSTBNL21
bank address: ING BankAmsterdam, Foreign Operations

PO Box 1800
1000 BVAmsterdam
The Netherlands

You can use a credit card through PayPal. Using Euro is preferred, US
dollars are also accepted. For amounts above $300 sending a cheque is
preferred.
Website: www.paypal.com
e-mail address to use: Bram@iccf-holland.org
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See our web site for the latest news:

www.iccf-holland.org
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In the south of Uganda has struck
hard. Diseases like malaria and measles
also cause many casualties. Parents
pass away and leave their children
behind in poverty. In Rakai district 50,000
children have lost one or both parents,
from a total of 350,000 inhabitants.

The Kibaale Children's Center ( ) is
working hard to improve the situation in
Rakai. It searches for sponsors to help
the most needy children. The orphans
are placed with relatives, but these
extended families are too poor to take
care of all the children. Each sponsored
child receives the help it needs from KCC.
We make sure that the child can at least
go to school, so that it has a chance to
take care of itself later.

The project includes a small . This
does not only help the sponsored
children, patients come from a wide area.
This is the only place where they can get
treatment and education. In 2001 the
clinic was extended with a laboratory.

Some information about :
Location: EastAfrica, on the equator
Inhabitants: 22 million
Percentage orphans: 7%
HIV infection rate: 10% to 25%
Life expectancy: 40 years

KCC works in the area around the trading
center . There is much poverty in
this agricultural area, but fortunately
there usually is enough food. Drinking
water is a bigger problem; there is hardly
any clean water to be found. On the KCC
project rainwater is harvested and stored
in large tanks.
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The at the project includes a
nursery, primary, secondary and
vocational school. The quality of
education is much higher than schools in
the neighbourhood. Teachers from other
schools are helped to improve their skills.

Although the situation in Uganda is slowly
improving, a lot of help from foreign
countries is still needed to erase the
marks of civil war. And there is still no
solution for problems caused by AIDS
and malaria. The work of KCC will be
necessary for many more years.

While KCC works on a protestant
Christian base, help is given to all
children, disregarding their religion.
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With your support
children  in Uganda

can smile again!

in the nursery school

ICCF stands for International Child Care
Fund. It is a small foundation that is
dedicated to support the KCC. The board
members have been visiting the project to
help the work for some time. They
returned enthusiastically and want to
continue to support the project through
the foundation.

The board members are informed about
the progress of the project. They visit the
project (at their own expense) roughly
once a year. Over the past few years we
have experienced a constant growth and
stability.

The ICCF Holland foundation is
registered at the chamber of commerce in
Venlo under number 41064588.

Kibaale Children's Center

The ICCF Holland foundation is run by
volunteers. The result is that hardly any
money is wasted in Holland. The goal is
to send at least 95% of the received
money to KCC.

Board members:
Chair: Peter Ploeger

Secretary: Thelma van Petersen-Bos
Threasurer: Bram Moolenaar

address: Welterdreef 155
2253 LJ Voorschoten
The Netherlands

e-mail: Bram@iccf-holland.org
giro: 4548774

In past years we managed to send
about 99% of funds raised to Uganda!
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